The waveform data, which is gathered during digital simulation of large and complex systems easily fill up huge amounts of disk space on the simulation computer. This is specially true for many deep-submicron designs. Hence, we developed a set of algorithms and techniques which can be used to efficiently compress digital waveforms without losing any significant information from the original data. Experimental results show that compression ratios of up to 300 compared to a original VCD formatted file can be achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Verification has become one of the most important and time consuming part in the design cycle of digital systems. The most common functional verification method is simulation. During simulation, a set of test vectors are applied to the circuit and huge waveform files are generated. Hence, fast compression techniques to reduce the file size of the waveform database without sacrificing simulation speed are indispensable.
Despite waveform compression being a challenging problem, only few work is known to the authors. In [1] , the authors remove those signals from the watch list that can be easily rebuilt. However, this approach is mainly dedicated to gate level models. In contrast to [1] , our techniques can be applied on each kind of model. Moreover, our approach can be applied on top of the technique from [1] to further improve compression ratio. There are commercial tools that support dumping compressed waveform files [2] . However, their algorithms are not disclosed. Alternatively, common compression algorithms may be used to decrease the file size of a waveform database [3, 8, 4] . Although these algorithms are well known and may be optimized for waveform compression, they usually consume a significant amount of computation power and do not provide sufficient compression ratios.
Our approach exploits typical waveform properties to achieve good compression ratio with less computation power.
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First, we separate the waveform stream into two sub-streams signal-id stream and value stream. The signal-id stream stores for each (simulated) time instance the signals that are having a transition. Value stream contains the actual signal values after a corresponding transition. To compress the signal-id stream, we make use of a caching like technique that identifies similar signal activity behavior in an efficient manner. For value stream compression, we apply a set of techniques, which predict a new signal value based on previously recored history information. Afterwards, the compressed streams are encoded and merged to form a combined waveform stream again. For further size reduction, the combined output streams may be additionally processed using common compression programs.
II. VCD FILE FORMAT
VCD is a widely used ASCII based file format developed by Cadence to store signal waveforms [9] . In a VCD file transitions are grouped into (so called) transition blocks. Each transition block starts with a new (simulated) time value followed by a list of signal/value pairs defining the transitions at that specific time instance. 
Definition 1 Let
, where
is the transition time, . This cache stores all different kind of transition signal blocks that are detected during compression (i.e., there are no identical blocks in the cache). In order to refer to a cache entry, each entry is associated with a unique cache entry identifier and associates with a new unique identifier. Next, the cache entry identifier is stored to the output stream. Further, In case of a cache miss, the signal set is also written to the output stream (see Section A).
We applied this technique on 5 RTL level models and 3 gate (timing) level models. The two worst hit ratios (= how many of the transition blocks could be matched against an appropriate block in the transition block cache) were 84% and 89%, while all other ratios were above 94%.
A. Signal set encoding
In case of a are dumped in increasing identifier number order. However, only the first identifier is directly saved while for the following identifier the increment to the corresponding preceding identifier are dumped. To save space, we applied the rather simple and fast variable length encoding technique from [10] instead of using complex algorithms like Huffman encoding [5] , arithmetic encoding [6] or dictionary based (LempelZiv) techniques [3, 4] . Variable length encoding translates a 32 bit integer value into a sequence of 1 to 5 bytes. Each output byte contains a payload of 7 bits and a stop bit that determines whether an additional byte is needed to encode the number. A major advantage of this approach is its low runtime overhead. E.g., the simulation cycle at which the corresponding entry was added to the cache may be used as cache entry identifier Further, because the output stream remains byte oriented, dictionary based techniques can be subsequently applied.
IV. VALUE COMPRESSION
Similar to signal set encoding, the signal values are encoded for each transition block separately. First, the bits defined in the VCD file must be mapped to binary values. The VCD format defines bit values 0, 1, x and z which are mapped to binary bit patterns 00, 01, 10 and 11.
Dumping the signal values of a transition block
is sorted in increasing )1 -value order of the transitions. Next, all signal values of the transition set are written to a temporary stream according to the sorted order. To save space, the value bits are converted to corresponding binary bits and seamlessly packed together. Finally, the temporary stream is split up into sections of 32 bits which are variable length encoded (see Section III) and afterwards written to the output.
Efficient variable length encoding requires that the upper bits of the numbers to be encoded are mostly 0. However, this pre-condition is often not matched by the packed value stream. This issue is addressed in the following.
A. Shuffling
Usually, the signal values are 0 or 1 during simulation most of the time while values x or z seldom appear. As a result, the odd bits in the packed value stream are usually 0. To exploit this property, we split the stream into words (sections) of 32 bits and re-arrange the bits within each word so that all even bits go into the lower 16 bit part and the odd bits are moved to the upper part of the word. Hence, the upper part of the shuffled words will be 0 most of the time enabling efficient variable length encoding compression.
We also extended this approach to handle 64 bit wide words by grouping the value stream into sections of 64 bits, separating even and odd bits within each 64 bit word and applying 64 bit wise variable length encoding.
B. Value prediction
Value prediction has been successfully applied on image compression [7] and is also used in processor research [11] . Our approach is similar as it tries to determine signal values based on previously observed transitions. Instead of storing the actual signal values, the difference (xor) between predicted values and the actual signal values of a transition block are dumped. Thus, the number of 0 bits in the dumped stream are increased, which in turn can be exploited by further encoding techniques (e.g., by variable length encoding).
B.1 Signal history based prediction
Often, only a few bits of a vector signal change at a time. Hence, instead of storing the new value the difference (xor) of the current and the previous value may be dumped. This of course requires that for each signal its previous value is recorded in a so called history buffer.
Although this feature can reduce the number of bits set in the value stream, there are some downsides: It does not work well for single (VCD) bit signals transitions because for each such transition at least one of the corresponding binary bits changes. Further, a significant amount of memory is occupied by the history buffer. Finally, storing the current values into the history buffer pollutes the data cache of the processor due to the random like access pattern.
B.2 Extended signal history based prediction
Fortunately, based on the previous signal value the next value of a single (VCD) bit signal can be usually predicted very easily. Usually, x and z seldom appear on any signals. Hence, if the previous value of a (single bit) signal is 0 then the next value will most probably become 1 and vice versa. For previous values x or z we arbitrarily chose 0 as prediction.
For vector signals we selected a simple schema which assumes that the least significant bit of a vector is flipping while all other bits remain stable. However, if a previous vector bit is x or z then we predict the next value to be 0.
B.3 Signal set history based prediction
Although extended signal history based prediction is capable of predicting signal values more accurately than the approach described in Section B.1, it also suffers from the additional memory overhead and data cache pollution. To overcome this drawback, we developed an approach which stores history data into the transition block cache are now processed as follows: The signal value stream is xor-ed with the data section stored in the corresponding transition data block and the number of bits set to 1 in the result are counted (population count). If the population count is above a specific threshold then the original value section is variable length encoded and written to the value output stream. The value data is prepended by a special token to indicate that original values are written. Otherwise, another token is written to the output stream followed by the variable length encoded xor result. Finally, the value data is written back to the corresponding cache entry of the 
B.4 Hybrid history based prediction
The hybrid history based prediction approach uses a history table to hold the previous value for each signal as well as corresponding value arrays for each 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented 10 compression programs that take a VCD file and output a compressed file. The programs are named: plain, sh, lsh, lsh hist, lsh hist pred, xor, xor sh, xor lsh, xor lsh hist and xor lsh hist pred. All versions applied signal id compression (Section III). Program plain did not use any other additional technique presented in this paper while the features of the other programs are encoded in their names: "sh" = 32 bit shuffling (Section A), "lsh" = 64 bit shuffling (Section A), "hist" = signal based history (Section B.1), "pred" = value prediction (Section B.2) and "xor" = signal set based history (Section B.3). Note that xor lsh hist and xor lsh hist pred are hybrid history based prediction approaches (Section B.4): xor lsh hist uses signal prediction based on Section B.1 while xor lsh hist pred uses the approach from Section B.2.
In order to test the compression programs, we applied them on a set of VCD files. Table I shows the compression ratio with respect to the original VCD file size. In order to enhance size reduction, we also applied common compression programs UNIX compress (column "compr.") as well as bzip2 with option "-9" (highest compression) on the output files. The overall compression results are shown in the corresponding columns. Obviously, using xor lsh hist pred gives best compression results for RTL models and lsh hist pred is best suited to gate level models. We also compared the performance of our algorithm xor lsh hist pred with UNIX programs "compress" and "bzip2". Table II shows the compression ratio as well as the speedup compared to the runtime of "bzip2". Note that the last two columns show the results obtained from applying "compress" and "bzip2" on the output of xor lsh hist pred. The table clearly shows the excellent performance of our algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a set of algorithms to compress digital waveforms. In order to efficiently process the data, we separate the waveform stream into signal ID stream and value stream and apply appropriate algorithms to both stream types. For the signal IDs, we developed a technique which is based on identifying identical signal sets. The value stream was compressed by predicting signal values based on previously gathered transition information.
Our experimental results show that compression ratios of up to 300 can be achieved. Compared to using "bzip2" only, our approach combined with "bzip2" achieves better compression ratios (up to 63 times) while consuming less runtime (up to 9 times faster).
